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Teresa Inge  

Teresa grew up reading Nancy Drew mysteries. Combining her love 
of reading mysteries and writing professional articles led to her 
writing short fiction and a novel. 
 
Today, she doesn't carry a rod like her idol but she hot rods. She 
juggles assisting two busy executives and is the president of the 
Sisters in Crime, Mystery by the Sea chapter. 
 
Teresa is one of several authors in this collection of short stories, 
each blending a baffling mystery and a glass (or more) of cabernet. 
When eighteen mystery writers combine their talents, the result is 
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Meisha Camm 

Meisha has written the following titles: Hidden Intentions Part 1 
and Part 2, Mistress and You Got To Pay To Play. Her novellas 
entitled: The Pact, Greed and Torch have been featured in the 
popular book series, Around The Way Girls. In the summer of 
2007, her books were highlighted in the SORMAG Online Book 
Tour. In 2008, she was interviewed by radio host, Chris Caliente on 
103 Jamz. Brewer Archives is her eighth book. 

the perfect “flight” of stories that range from the light-bodied puzzles to sparkling cozy 
mysteries to darker, heavier tales of deceit and murder. While cabernet is the featured 
wine, this anthology will appeal to connoisseurs of all varietals-in both wine preference 
and mystery style. 
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Dr. Anthony H. Bruder 
Dr. Anthony Bruder is a Psychotherapist who is licensed as a 
Professional Counselor and Marriage and Family Therapist; 
and owns and works at Bruder Counseling Center with six 
other therapists. He is a graduate of Purdue University. He 
taught at Purdue, Mount St. Vincent University, Halifax, Nova 
Scotia, Canada and Norfolk State University where he served 
for 25 years in the Department of Family and Consumer 
Services and in the Political Science Department teaching 
Critical Thinking courses. He’s also been a high school 
teacher in Indiana and Massachusetts, where he taught Latin 
and Classical Greek courses, was dean of students, athletic 
director and scout leader. Dr. Tony is an artist, a prior dance 
instructor for Arthur Murray Studios, a poet, a blogger and a 
Great Grandfather! And before all that he was a roman 
catholic priest. 

Christine M. Bacon, Ph.D. 
With her marriage in trouble author Dr. Christine Bacon prayed for her 
husband to die. 
 
During their four-year separation, her husband pursued a reconciliation. 
Christine realized reunification would mean changing everything—ineffective 
communication styles, bad habits, attitudes and levels of commitment. Bacon 
vowed to herself that “this second time must be forever.” Her personal trials, 
despair and fighting spirit fueled a new quest to discover the formula for 
extremely happy couples. 
 
Dr. Bacon interviewed nearly 100 Super Couples to discover whether 
extremely happy marriages were a matter of fate or formula. Did they get 
lucky, or was “super” something that could be learned? Her surprising findings 
inspired a turnaround in her now happy and fulfilling marriage and have led to 
the same for thousands of other couples. Seekers who delve into The Super 
Couple will access this formula, glean fresh insights to the “six faulty 
assumptions” that often lead to marital failure, and embrace a practical and 
inspiring redefinition of love that will reinvigorate a tepid or troubled marriage 
and transform it to terrific. 
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